How to use public
transportation
Train

To get around by train smoothly, confirm in advance how to buy
a ticket to your destination!
Check the
fare to your
destination

Put money
in the ticket
machine

After you get to the station,
check the route map, which
is usually found above the
ticket machines. Look for
the name of the station
you want to go to, and the
price to go there from your
current location will be
indicated.

Put enough bills and coins in
the machine slots to cover
the fare. Be careful, because
some machines don’ t accept
10,000 and 5,000 yen bills.

Press the
button
labeled with
the required
amount

Put your
ticket in the
automatic
ticket gate

When you insert the money,
fares will be displayed on
the screen. So press the
button for the correct fare for
your destination. When you
want to buy multiple tickets,
press the right button for the
number of people.

Bus

How to pay the complicated
fares for trains and buses
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Touch the card against
the reader on
the automatic
ticket gate

Put your ticket into the slot
on a ticket gate that has an
arrow or circle symbol, then
take your ticket again as you
pass through the gate. You
cannot go through a ticket
gate for IC cards only.

Buses are essential to getting around the San’in Area.
Use buses skillfully by checking which bus stop is near your destination.
Wait for your
bus at the
bus stop
In addition to station bus
terminals, there are bus
boarding areas wherever
you see a bus-stop sign by
the side of the road. Wait
there for the bus to arrive.

Take a
numbered
ticket when
you board
the bus
Take a numbered ticket
at the entrance when you
board a bus. When you hear
your destination’s name
announced, press the button
near your seat to signal that
you will get off.
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Check your
destination
Destinations are written
on signs at bus boarding
areas and on the topfront of buses. Check the
destinations on the direction
board and board a bus that
is on the correct route.

Put your fare
in the fare
box, then get
off the bus
Fares are displayed on the
monitor toward the front of
the inside of the bus. Look
at the number matching
the one on your ticket.
The amount displayed
beneath it is the fare to your
destination.

